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ABSTRACT 

A 4.1 event/nb sample of 11 GeV/c K-p interactions in the LASS spectrometer at 

SLAC has been used in an analysis of the exclusive K,“K,“A final state. The K,” K,” mass 

distribution exhibits a small cluster of events near threshold, but the mass spectrum 

is dominated by the &(1525), which an amplitude analysis shows to be produced by 

both natural and unnatural parity exchange. This analysis also provides evidence 

for an S-wave state in the fi( 1525) re g ion, while production of the fi(1720) is not 

observed. However, there is structure at N 2.2 GeV/c2 which is similar in shape to 

that observed in the region of the X(2220) in radiative J/q5 decay; an analysis of the 

angular distribution indicates a spin of at least 2 in this region. This, together with 

results from other analyses, indicates that the X(2220) may be the 2++ or 4++, mainly 

s& state expected near this mass in the conventional quark model. 



I - 

1. Introduction 

This paper presents the results of an analysis of the K,“K,“A final state produced 

in the hypercharge exchange reaction 

K-p + K,“K,“A , (1) 

where the final state particles decay in the charged mode so that the data sample 

contains only events for which the final state is fully reconstructed. The data are 

derived from an exposure of the LASS [l] p t s ec rometer at SLAC to an 11 GeV/c K- 

beam. The sensitivity is 4.1 events/nb and the acceptance is rather uniform over the 

entire final state phase space. 

In contrast to production in a pion beam, where UIZ and da states dominate, K- 

beam hypercharge exchange channels are ideal for the study of the ss sector. The 

K,” K,“A channel has several advantages over channels such as K- K+A and K,” K*xF A. 

There is no diffractive background, and the requirement that all three neutral particles 

from the primary vertex decay visibly makes the events readily distinguishable. Fits 

making use of kinematic constraints at the primary and all secondary vertices result 

in a data sample which has little contamination and good resolution. In addition, no 

further particle identification information is required, so no holes in the acceptance 

of the spectrometer are created. Finally, since the K,“K,” system has even C-parity 

and, consequently, even angular momentum and parity, only meson states with Jpc 

in the series O++, 2++, 4++... are produced in reaction (1). This simplifies the spin- 

parity analysis of the K,“K,” system and compensates to some extent for the rather 

low statisics of the data sample. The extension of the fi(1525) trajectory [2] to higher 

spin states, 4++ 
- 

in particular, and the status of O++ states in the vicinity of KK 

threshold[3,4] and at higher mass are matters of particular interest. Evidence for the 

f2(1720) [5] and X(2220) [6] would be of great significance, since their production via 

hypercharge exchange in reaction (1) would cast doubt on their status as candidate 

glueball states. 

After a brief description of the spectrometer, the data processing procedures and 

the characteristics of the resulting sample of events corresponding to reaction (1) 
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are discussed. The results of a spherical harmonic moments analysis are then pre- 

sented, and related to physical-region production amplitudes, the physics implications 

of which are considered. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

The experiment was carried out in SLAC beam line 20-21. Kaons in the 11 GeV/c 

RF-separated beam, which had a typical K/r ratio of 60:1, were identified by means of 

two threshold Cerenkov counters and defined in momentum, position and direction by 

a set of hodoscopes and proportional chambers. The residual level of beam impurity 

was measured to be less than 10M4. The beam then entered a liquid hydrogen target 

84.6 cm in length, placed on the axis of the spectrometer at its upstream end. 

The Large Aperture Superconducting Solenoid (LASS) spectrometer [l], shown 

in fig. 1, consisted of a solenoidal vertex detector coupled to a forward dipole spec- 

trometer. This configuration yielded - 47r coverage for charged particles and provided 

good momentum and vertex resolution. Charged particles produced in the target 

followed helical trajectories in the solenoid’s 22.4 kG field and were detected by six 

cylindrical proportional chambers surrounding the target, and nine planar propor- 

tional chambers covering the forward region. The six cylindrical chambers, and three 

of the planar chambers, were equipped with analogue cathodestrip readout as well 

as digital anode-wire readout (71 h h w ic enabled accurate and efficient determination 

of space points. The other chambers in the solenoid each consisted of three planes 

of anode wires. The high-flux central region of each of the the three planar cathode 

readout chambers was deadened with a mylar plug. Three small “plug” proportional 

chambers, each with three planes having lmm wire spacing, were installed to cover 

these insensitive regions. 

The momentum determination for high momentum, low angle charged particles 

was enhanced by the dipole spectrometer. This spectrometer consisted of a dipole 

magnet with field integral 30 kG.m along the axis and seven sets of magnetostrictive 

readout planar spark chambers (deactivated in the beam region), three of which were 

placed upstream of the dipole and four downstream. Hodoscopes and planar propor- 

tional chambers about the dipole were designed to identify spurious hits in the spark 
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chambers by providing timing information. Two “plug” chambers upstream of the 

dipole covered the deadened beam region. 

The experimental trigger was designed to accept K- interactions yielding two or 

more charged particles in a box made up of the cylindrical and plug chambers which 

surrounded the target. Additional timing information from downstream scintillation 

hodoscopes was used to reduce the rate of spurious triggers. This multiplicity trigger 

was clean, efficient, and yielded almost uniform acceptance for the K,“K,“A channel. 

A detailed description of the LASS spectrometer can be found in ref. 1. 

3. Data Selection 

Approximately 113 million K- triggers were recorded on -2200 data tapes. These 

events were processed by a program which included track finding and fitting, beam 

reconstruction, secondary vertex finding, and event topology testing. This event recon- 

struction, which required the equivalent of 2.1 3081K CPU-years, was shared between 

a processor farm of nine 168/E emulators at SLAC and the FACOM M200 and M382 

computers at Nagoya University. The output was written to Data Summary Tapes 

(DST%) which contained reconstructed track parameters together with their associ- 

ated hit coordinates and a list of acceptable candidate topologies connecting tracks 

with production and decay vertices. 

The events on the DST’s were filtered in several stages to select candidates for 

reaction (1). The initial selection required the events to have a manageable number 

of reconstructed tracks (< 10) and placed a loose limit on the missing longitudinal 

momentum. The events were then required to have three distinct reconstructed V” 

candidates consistent with two Ki’s and a A by imposing the invariant mass limits 

0.447 5 M T+r- 5 0.547 GeV/c2 for the K,” candidates and 1.095 5 M,r-p 5 1.135 

GeV/c2 for the A candidates. The magnitudes of the missing transverse and longi- 

tudinal momenta were required to be less than 0.2 and 1.2 GeV/c respectively, and 

the missing mass squared against K,“K,“A was required to satisfy -0.04 5 MM2 5 

0.06(GeV/c2)2. L’ ‘t lrnr s were also placed on the quality of the primary and secondary 

vertices; in particular, the root mean square track-vertex separation for the vertex 

associated tracks was required to be less than 2 cm. 
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The 5663 events passing this selection were subjected to a geometrically constrained 

fit which took into account the effects of energy loss and multiple scattering. For each 

of the three V’s, the daughter tracks were refit to their associated coordinates such 

that they emanated from a common point, and such that the resultant momentum 

vectors for the three neutral tracks met at a common primary vertex point on the 

beam track. Events having no successful geometrically constrained fit were discarded. 

The remaining events were subjected to a kinematically constrained fit which again 

involved fitting the individual tracks to their associated coordinates. In addition to the 

geometrical constraints used previously, this fit imposed four-momentum conservation 

at the primary and three secondary vertices, with the secondary vertices constrained 

to the nominal K,” and A masses. Events which yielded a converged fit to the K,“K,“A 

hypothesis with a confidence level 2 10e6 were retained. This cut on the confidence 

level was chosen to keep a large fraction of the K,“K,“A events while reducing contam- 

ination due to the final state K,“K,“C” as well as other sources of background. Monte 

Carlo studies showed that non-K,“K,“A events tended to have very small confidence 

levels, if the fit converged at all. 

Decay length cuts of 4 mm for K,” and 2 mm for A tracks were applied to remove 

remaining background events which accidentally satisfied the kinematic constraints. 

The data sample was restricted to correspond to forward meson production by requir- 

ing t’ 5 2.0(GeV/c)2, with t’ =I t 1 - 1 t Imin, where t is defined as the &momentum 

transfer squared from the beam to the K,“K,” system. The final data sample contains 

441 events. 

4. Monte Carlo Studies and Acceptance 

Although the geometrical acceptance for events selected as described in section 

3 proves to be essentially flat over the entire 47r solid angle, acceptance corrections 

are necessary to account for the resolution and efficiency of detectors, decay and ab- 

sorption of particles, and cuts applied in defining the sample. In addition, it must be 

demonstrated that distributions in lifetime, V” effective mass, momentum imbalance, 

missing mass, etc. of the selected data sample agree in shape with those for a similarly 

chosen sample of Monte Carlo events corresponding to reaction (1). 
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To this end, Monte Carlo events simulating K,“K,OA production were generated 

and the final state charged particles propagated through the spectrometer using the 

resolution and efficiency of the tracking devices and of the trigger as determined from 

the data. The Monte Carlo events were thrown flat in MK,K~ and in t-channel helicity 

angles, and with an exponential t’ dependence of slope 2.3(GeV/c)-2. Full event 

reconstruction was then performed by the DST production program used for the real 

data, producing Monte Carlo DST’s in data format. These Monte Carlo events were 

then subjected to the same event selection and refitting procedures used for the real 

data. The acceptance at a particular point in the accessible K,“K,” phase space was 

calculated as the ratio of the number of events surviving to the number of events thrown 

within a volume element surrounding this point. In this way, it was found that the 

acceptance for reaction (1) increases smoothly as a function of the mass of the K,“K,” 

system from 0.23 at threshold to 0.28 at 2.6 GeV/c2, with very little dependence on 

K,“K,” decay angles. It follows that the raw and acceptancc+corrected K,“K,” mass and 

decay angular distributions differ very little in shape. 

As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the selection procedures outlined in 

section 3, Monte Carlo and data distributions in V” effective mass, V” proper lifetime, 

overall momentum balance and missing mass are compared in figs. 2 - 4. For the 

purpose of these comparisons, the Monte Carlo events were weighted according to the 

observed K,“K,” mass and decay angular distributions in order to take proper account 

of the dependence of resolution on these quantities. The resulting sum of weights was 

then normalized to the number of observed events. 

Fig. 2a shows the X+X- invariant mass distribution for K,” vertices in the geomet- 

rically constrained fits, and fig. 2b shows the x-p mass for the A vertices in the same 

events. The data points in figs. 2c and 2d show the corresponding distributions for 

the subset of events remaining in the final data sample, while the histograms represent 

the Monte Carlo results, which are in good agreement with the data distributions. In 

figs. 3a and 3b the ratio of the number of real events to the number of Monte Carlo 

events is shown as a function of proper decay length for the K,” and A vertices, rc+ 

spectively, in the final data sample. Again the data and Monte Carlo distributions are 

consistent. 

,. 

The missing longitudinal momentum for events in the final data sample, using 
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the results of the geometrically constrained fit, is plotted in fig. 4a (solid dots). The 

corresponding distribution in missing mass squared opposite the K,“K,“A is shown in 

fig. 4b, and the distribution in missing mass opposite the K,“K,” is shown in fig. 4c. In 

each case the Monte Carlo distribution (histogram) is in excellent agreement with the 

data. 

To check for contamination in this data set from the reaction K-p + K,“K,“C”, 

Monte Carlo events of this reaction were generated, subjected to the data selection 

criteria, and fit as K,“K,“A . The K,“K,“C” final state could be a significant source of 

background as it is topologically indistinguishable from that of reaction (l), it would 

yield very similar distributions to those shown in figs. 2 - 4, and the undetected gamma 

would have a rather low momentum in the lab, since the K,“K,” system is peripherally 

produced. However, only - 15% of these events yielded a good, kinematically con- 

strained fit, mainly because the missing gamma carried away an amount of transverse 

momentum which was large compared to the observed transverse momentum imbal- 

ance for events from reaction (1). The missing pi is shown for the final data sample 

(points), and for the K,“K,“A Monte Carlo data (open histogram), in fig. 5a. The 

two distributions are consistent with each other. Fig. 5b shows the missing transverse 

momentum of the K,“K,“CO generated events, from the results of the geometrically 

constrained fit, before (open) and after (shaded) requiring a successful kinematically 

constrained fit to the K,“K,“A hypothesis. The number of events has been normalized 

using an estimated relative cross section for Co and A production of 30 f 10% [8,9]. 

From this comparison the K,“K,“CO contamination in the final sample was estimated 

to be 16 f 6 events, or about 4%. 

It follows from this discussion that the analysis sample for reaction (1) is rather 

clean, and that the Monte Carlo program successfully models the characteristics of the 

spectrometer and the effects of the data processing and selection procedures. Conse- 

quently, the Monte Carlo data sample for reaction (1) may be used to estimate the 

mass dependence of the K,“K,” mass resolution; this was found to be - 5 MeV/c2 at 

threshold, and to increase linearly to - 12 MeV/c2 at 2.5 GeV/c2. 



5. General Features of the Data 

The uncorrected K,“K,” mass distribution for the final sample of events correspond- 

ing to reaction (1) is shown in fig. 6. There is an accumulation of events near threshold, 

then a small bump in the fz(127O)/az (1320) re ion followed by a large peak resulting g’ 

from the production of fi(1525). No f2(1720) ‘g sr na is observed, but there does appear 1 

to be a broad enhancement in the region - 2.0 - 2.3 GeV/c2. 

The invariant mass distribution for the K,“A system is shown in fig. 7. The distri- 

bution shows no resonant structure, and appears simply to reflect the features of the 

K,“K,” spectrum. This is evident from the Dalitz plot (fig. 8). 

The Chew-Low plot (fig. 9) d emonstrates clearly the peripheral nature of the 

production of the K,“K,” system. Almost all of the events with K,“K,” mass less than 

3 GeV/c2 are localized to the region t’ 5 2 (GeV/c)2, although there are a few events 

clustered along the large-t boundary. These correspond to backward production of 

the K,“K,” system in the center of mass; however they show no structure in mass and 

will not be considered further. The analysis sample discussed in the remainder of this 

paper is restricted to the events having t’ < 2 (GeV/c)2. 

Since the final state A is reconstructed in this analysis, the polarization of the A 

is measurable. The polarization, PA, is defined as 

p ,2 N+-N- 
A a’N++N- 

where LY (= .642) is the decay asymmetry parameter for the A, and N+(N-) is the 

number of events for which p’. n’ is positive (negative); p’ is the decay proton me 

mentum in the A rest frame, and n’ is normal to the the A production plane (defined 

by n’ = (I?;,, x A)) . Due to the small number of events in this analysis the 

uncertainties in the measured values of PA are large, and it is not possible to deter- 

mine its behavior precisely. However, PA appears to be substantial in the 1.5 to 1.8 

GeV/c2 K,“K,” mass region (fig. 10a) and to be consistent with zero elsewhere. In 

the fi(1525) region (1.4 5 MK+ < 1.7 GeV/c2), h s own in fig. lob, PA is close to 

maximal for t’ - 0.2(GeV/c)2, th en decreases and becomes consistent with zero for 

t’ - 0.5 - l.0(GeV/c)2. Th e p 1 o arization may become large again for t’ > 1.0(GeV/c)2, 
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but the number of events in this region is small and the corresponding measurement 

uncertainty is large. 

Since the K,“K,” system is peripherally produced it is natural to investigate its 

decay properties in the t-channel helicity (Gottfreid-Jackson) frame. For the events 

having t’ 5 2.0(GeV/c)2, the polar (0~) and azimuthal (h) angular distributions are 

shown as a function of MK;K, in fig. 11. Only the K,” having co&~ 2 0 contribute to 

fig. 11. 

The six events having mass less than 1.05 GeV/c2 are distributed uniformly in co&~ 

as would be expected for a K,“K,” system in an S-wave state. The &y distribution, 

folded about O”, is also rather uniform. At higher mass, the region up to - 1.7 GeV/c2, 

which contains the strong ji(1525) b an d as well as the cluster of events at the jz(1270) 

and a2 (1320)) exhibits a forward peak whose shape is approximately quadratic in co&~. 

The distribution then becomes rather isotropic in the range 1.7 to 2.4 GeV/c2 except 

for the development of a peak for co&J 2 0.7 for K,“K,” mass greater than - 2.0 

GeV/c2. Above 2.4 GeV/c2 only the forward peak persists and becomes more localized 

to the forward direction as the mass increases. 

The azimuthal symmetry observed in fig. llb is confirmation of parity conservation 

in the production and decay process. The depopulation at - f180” and at - O” for 

K,“K,” mass less than - 2.4 GeV/c2 indicates that helicity 1 natural parity exchange 

gives an important contribution to the t-channel production. 

The mass dependence of the K,“K,” angular distribution is discussed quantitatively 

in terms of spherical harmonic functions, Ylm(cosBJ,hy), in the next section. 

6. Spherical Harmonic Moments Analysis 

The acceptanct+corrected angular distribution of the K,“K,” system in the t- 

channel helicity frame can be written in terms of spherical harmonic functions as 

(2) 
1=2,4... tn=l 
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where X E (MK,K;, t’) and fl E (co&~, hy). The spherical harmonic functions are 

normalized such that 

4r 4r /[ Y$q I 2 * dR = 1, 
/[ 

Re{Ylm(n)}]2 - d-l = 5 , 
0 0 

and terms involving Im{Yl,(n)} vanish as a result of parity conservation. The sum- 

mation is over only even I values because of the indistinguishability of the two K,“, 

and it was found empirically that mmaz need not be greater than 2 to provide a sat- 

isfactory description of the data. In this analysis, the data with t’ 5 2(GeV/c)2 were 

divided into discrete bins in MK;K;, and the acceptance-corrected spherical harmonic 

moments, tr,(X), obtained for each bin. 

The distribution observed in the data is I(X,fI) modified by the acceptance and 

resolution of the spectrometer. These corrections were obtained using the Monte 

Carlo procedure described above, and the acceptance-corrected moments found from 

the moments of the data by the linear algebra (moments) method [lo]. The results of 

other conventional methods, such as a log-likelihood fit or a procedure in which each 

event was weighted according to the inverse of the local acceptance value, agreed with 

those of this method within errors. 

Fig. 12 shows the acceptance-corrected K,“K,” mass distribution (too moment) up 

to 3.6 GeV/c 2. Because of the uniform nature of the acceptance, the features of this 

distribution are identical to those observed in fig. 6 for the raw data sample. 

6.1 THE THRESHOLD REGION 

Inset in fig. 12 is the K,“K,” threshold region plotted in 10 MeV/c2 bins; an accu- 

mulation of six events within the first 30 MeV/c2 out of only seven below 1.1 GeV/c2 

can be seen. These six events are also localized to the t’ region 0.13 - 0.25 (GeV/c)2, 

whereas the event with a K,“K,” mass value of 1.083 GeV/c2 has a large t’ value, viz. 

0.85 (GeV/c)2. Th eir angular distributions, as discussed above, are essentially flat, 

and are consistent with the production of S-wave only *) . In addition, a fit to the mass 

*) From an analysis of the reaction K-p + 4A iu the present experiment it is estimated that the 
decay 4 -+ K,” K,” with both kaons decaying to T+K- would yield less than 0.25 events in the 
threshold region. 
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spectrum of fig. 12 in the range 1.15 - 1.80 GeV/c2 in terms of fi(1270) and fi(1525) 

production (see below) predicts a negligible D-wave intensity below 1.05 GeV/c2. Two 

O++ mesons (the fo(975) and the m(980)) which decay to KK are known to lie in 

the mass region just below KK threshold [2] and might be considered as the source 

of these events. Recently, Au et al. [3] h ave suggested the existence of an additional 

resonance coupling to KK in this mass region, which they propose as a candidate for 

a scalar glueball. The resonance positions and widths differ in their model from the 

more traditional ones, so in principle it is possible to test their model using the data 

presented here. In practice, the limited statistics make the effective discrimination 

rather weak. A fit of the events below 1.05 GeV/c2 to the form used by Flattd [ll] 

gives a width of 22 f 12 MeV/c2 f or a pole situated at K,“K,” threshold (the precise 

value depends to some extent on details of the coupled channel and relative Kx cou- 

pling). A pole on the real axis, such as the Sz(988) suggested by Au et al., is consistent 

with the data and preferred at about the 90% confidence level over the conventional 

forms of the fe(975) or ue(980). 

6.2 THE fi(1525) REGION 

Above the threshold region the most prominent feature of the data is the produc- 

tion of the fi(1525). Th ere is also a small peak just below 1.3 GeV/c2 which can be 

attributed to production of f2 (1270) or ~~(1320). In the region around 1.7 GeV/c2, 

several experiments studying the radiative decay of the J/+ [5] have reported observ- 

ing the production of a 2++ object, the f2(1720), with a strong Kx decay mode. A 

comparison of the mass spectrum of fig. 12 with that from the analysis of the reaction 

J/+ K,“K,“v by the Mark III collaboration [6] is shown in fig. 13; the LASS data 

have been scaled down by 0.125 to match the Mark III data at the fi(1525) peak. 

The relative strength of the fl(1525) and f2( 1720) signals is clearly very different in 

the two reactions, and there is no evidence for the production of the fz(1720) in the 

present experiment. 

The distribution of fig. 12 is replotted in bins of 0.04 GeV/c2 in fig. 14b in direct 

comparison with data at 4.2 GeV/c [9] and 40 GeV/c [12]; clearly, the mass spectra 

are very similar. The curve shown on each distribution of fig. 14 corresponds to a 

fit of the incoherent sum of Breit-Wigner line-shapes describing the fz(1270) and 
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the fi (1525) resonances in the range 1.16 - 1.8 GeV/c2; in each case an additional 

incoherent ~~(1320) contribution was not required by the fit. The expression used is 

da - = 
dM M - c crIBW,12 

r 

where SW, is a Breit-Wigner line-shape with parametrization 

SW, = r; 
M; - M2 - iM,I’;,, 

r; = r;/(;)““(g) 

G*t = c r; ; 
c 

J 

M is the invariant mass of the K,“K,” system, the Mr are the masses of the resonances, 

and the cr are constants; q is the K,” momentum in the K,“K,” rest frame, and qr its 

value at resonance; I-6, is the partial width of resonance r to final state f. The mass 

and width of the fs(1270) are fixed at their nominal values [2], and the parameters of 

the fi(1525) determined by the fit. 

:, 

The results obtained for the data from the present experiment (fig. 14b) are 

Mr = 1526.8 f 4.3 MeV/c’ 

I’; = 90.2 f 11.8 MeV/c’. 

At 4.2 GeV/c [9] 

n/i, = 1526.7 f 5.5 MeV/c2 

I’; = 79.3 f 15.7 MeV/c’, 

while at 40 GeV/c [12] 

Mr = 1521.7 f 7.5 MeV/c2 

I’; = 70.4 f 22.4 MeV/c2. 

The weighted averages are 

Mr 7 1525.9 f 3.1 MeV/c’ 

I’; = 83.9 f 8.7 MeV/c’, 

and the curve of fig. 12 was obtained from a fit to the data with the fi(1525) parameters 
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hxed to these values. The resulting cross section for the reaction K-p -+ fi(1525)A at 

11 GeV/c after all corrections [2] is 3.25 f 0.28 pb. 

This value is compared with those at other beam momenta [8,9,12,13,14] in fig. 15. 

In this figure, data from experiments which have no separation of recoil A/C [12,14] 

have been corrected to recoil A by the scale factor of 0.79 f 0.09 estimated from ref. 9. 

In addition, the low statistics bubble chamber values at 10 and 16 GeV/c have been 

reduced by 20% to allow for background under the fi(1525). The original cross section 

value for the reaction (1) at 4.2 GeV/c quoted in ref. 9 is smaller than that plotted 

in fig. 15. In the original paper the spectrum was parametrized by a polynomial for 

the background and a Breit-Wigner for the fi(1525). The result was that - 20% of 

the fl(l525) signal estimated according to the fit shown in fig. 14a was assigned to 

background. The cross section corresponding to the present parametrization is 15.8 f 

2.5 pb. The line shown in fig. 15 connects this value to that obtained at 11 GeV/c in the 

present experiment. Clearly it provides a good description of the energy dependence 

of the other measurements, and, in particular, extrapolates with good accuracy to 40 

GeV/c [12]. 

The fit to the distribution of fig. 12 yields a KK channel cross section of f2(1270) 

of 0.57 f 0.15 pb for the reaction K-p + (fz(1270) --+ KK)A. 

An additional f2( 1720) Breit-Wigner term in the expression used to describe the 

data of fig. 12 is rejected by the fit. The corresponding upper limit (at 95 % cl.) on 

the production of fz(1720) 
- 

and subsequent decay to KK is estimated to be 94 nb. 

The acceptance-corrected moments of the K,” K,” system are shown as a function of 

mass in fig. 16 for the region above 1.1 GeV/c 2; the moments with 1 = 6 and 1 = 8 are 

included for masses greater than 1.75 GeV/c 2, but are consistent with zero throughout 

this range. Clear peaks corresponding to the fi(1525) are seen in the t20 and t42 

moments. The significance of the m = 2 moment indicates a substantial contribution 

to the production from natural parity exchange in the t-channel. Fig. 17 shows the 

t’ dependence of the acceptant-orrected moments in the region 1.4 5 MK~K~ 5 1.7 

GeV/c2. These moments are used in section 7 to determine the amplitude structure 

of the fi(1525) differential cross section. 
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6.3 THE 2.2 GeV/c2 Region 

In fig. 18a, the mass spectrum from the analysis of the reaction J/+--s K,OK,Oy 

by the Mark III collaboration [6] is compared to that of fig. 12; the LASS data in 

the region 1.8-2.7 GeV/c2 have been normalized to the number of Mark III events in 

this same interval. The distributions are quite similar, in particular near 2.2 GeV/c2 

where the X(2220) has been observed. In this same region, the t2o moment differs 

significantly from zero (fig. 16). More explicitly, the distribution in co&~ for events 

in the interval 2-O-2.4 GeV/c2 is as shown in fig. 18b; the forward peak signals the 

presence of amplitudes with J 2 2. The peaking effect is more pronounced for the 

events in the region 2.15-2.3 GeV/c2 (shaded histogram), indicating its association 

with the X(2220). P re iminary results for the K+K- system produced via the reaction 1’ 

K-p + K+K-A in the present experiment [15] exhibit a small peak in the moments 

tlo - t80 in the vicinity of 2.2 GeV/c 2. In addition, for the reaction A-P -+ qq’n at 38 

and 100 GeV/c [16] a small but narrow peak has been observed in Mssf at - 2.2 GeV/c2 

in association with a highly anisotropic angular distribution. 

These results suggest that the X(2220) may be an ordinary, mainly SS, hadron, 

rather than an exotic state as has been previously proposed. Since the experimental 

evidence is that the spin is at least 2, and since a spin 6 state would not be expected 

below - 2.5 GeV/c2, the only viable quantum numbers for such a hadron coupling to 

K,“K,” are Jpc = 2++ or 4++. Mainly ss states with these quantum numbers are 

expected to exist at - 2.2 GeV/c2 as members of the 3F ground state in the quark 

model [17]. H owever, the present angular distribution data are not so precise that a 

unique Jpc assignment can be made. 

It follows that the X(2220) may well correspond to the first recurrence of the 

fi(1525), or of the 0 -t-t state discussed in subsection 7.2 below. 
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7. Amplitude Decomposition 

The moments, tl,,,, of equation (2) can be expressed as bilinear products of ampli- 

tudes, Lx*, for production of a K,“K,” system of spin L and t-channel helicity X via 

natural(+) or unnatural(-) parity exchange. Given the limited statistical level of the 

data, a number of simplifying assumptions have been made in the analysis described 

here. Each term corresponds to a sum over the helicity flip and non-flip amplitudes 

at the baryon vertex and the isospin of the K,“K,” system. It has been assumed that 

amplitudes with the same naturality are coherent, that averaging over a wide range in 

t’ is permitted, that Lx,t = 0 for X > 1, and that there are no significant amplitudes 

beyond the D-wave. With these restrictions, the moments calculated in each MK,K~ 

bin are related to the amplitudes by 

tm=S;+D;+D;+D?, 

t20 = 0.639D; + 0.319(D: + 0:) + 2SoDo, 

tal = 1.414SoD- + 0.452DoD-, 

t22 = 0.391(0: - D:), 

t40 = 0.857D; - 0.571(02 + D;), 

tql = 1.107DoD-, 

tr12 = 0.452(D? - D:), 

where the simplified notation, Lo G Lo-, Lk = Ll*, L2 zz lL12, and L1L2 E Re(LlL;1) 

has been used. 

The relations above were used to fit the moduli of the amplitudes and their relative 

phases to the measured moments of the data. In general, two solutions to these 

coupled quadratic equations are obtained, which, within the limited statistics, provide 

an equally good description of the data. When this ambiguity occurs in the present 

analysis, however, the solutions for the moduli are very close to each other and lead 

to similar conclusions. The relative phases are not well determined by the fits, and so 

will not be presented. 

The resulting intensity distributions for the individual amplitudes are shown as a 

function of mass in figs. 19 and 20a, and as a function oft’ in fig. 22. In those intervals 
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having two solutions, the cross symbol denotes the solution yielding the smaller S- 

wave amplitude, and the distinct solutions differ usually by less than one standard 

deviation; the error bars shown represent the limits of the one sigma x2 contour for 

each bin. 

7.1 THE D-WAVE 

The DO and D+ amplitudes (fig. 19) h s ow similar contributions to the production 

of the f2(1270)/a2(1320) and the fi(1525), while the D- amplitudes are small and 

exhibit no structure. The fit shown in fig. 19b is to the sum of the DO and D+ 

intensities in the 1.4 to 1.7 GeV/c2 mass range using a single Breit-Wigner form for 

the fi(1525). For the mass intervals yielding two solutions, the x2 contour is modeled 

by a double parabola with minima at the smaller and larger solutions, and with widths 

to the lower and higher sides corresponding to the error bars shown in the figure. The 

resulting parameter values for the fi(1525)are 

MD = 1527.4 ‘:i.g MeV/c2 

rD = 88.3 ‘;;:j keV/c2; 

clearly these are consistent with those obtained in section 6 from the simple fit to the 

mass spectrum. 

The cross section for fi(1525) production in the reaction K-p + fi(1525)A de 

termined by integrating this fit from 1.35 to 1.70 GeV/c2 and correcting for unseen 

decays [2] is found to be 2.16 f 0.20 ~6, of which - 60% corresponds to the D+ 

amplitude. Inclusion of the D- contribution increases the total D-wave cross section 

to - 2.5pb. The remaining discrepancy between this value and that quoted in section 

6 as the fi(1525) cross section, viz. - 0.75pb, is due to the presence of the S-wave 

contribution shown in fig. 20a. 
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7.2 THE S-WAVE 

In the absence of an S-wave amplitude, t2l E 0.4 t41. The distributions of figs. 16 

and 17 demonstrate that this relationship is not satisfied in the vicinity of the fi (1525), 

and hence that the S-wave amplitude is non-zero in this region. This is shown ex- 

plicitly in fig. 20a, and although the uncertainties are large, it is clear that an S-wave 

contribution is indeed present. In order to define the significance of the S-wave ampli- 

tude, an additional fit to a single mass interval from 1.4-1.7 GeV/c2 was performed. 

This fit yields two solutions with identical x 2. The dependence of x2 on ]Se] in the 

vicinity of the minima is shown in fig. 21, and it is clear that even the smaller amplitude 

solution differs from zero by more than four standard deviations. It should also be 

noted that although the x2 distribution is approximately symmetric about the minima 

when plotted as a function of ]Se] (fig. 21a), it exhibits highly asymmetric behavior 

with respect to ]SO]~ (fig. 21b). It follows that the error bars, e.g. in fig. 20a, must be 

interpreted with some care when the significance of the Se amplitude is assessed. 

From fig. 21, the 95% confidence level limits on the S-wave cross section times 

branching ratio to Kx are 

O.OSpb < a(K-p -+ (S - wave)A) s BR((S - wave) + KK) < 2.1pb, 

and the cross section corresponding to the average of the two solutions is - 0.75~6. 

The S-wave intensity distribution of fig. 20a is very similar to that obtained from 

an analysis of the KK system produced in the reaction K-p + K+K-A at 8.25 GeV/c 

[18]. This is illustrated in fig. 20b, which corresponds to the sum of the helicity flip 

and non-flip S-wave intensities of ref. 18. These independent results are very similar 

and suggest the existence of a 0 ++ state, the f;, approximately degenerate in mass and 

width with the fi(1525). Th is is shown explicitly in fig. 20a by means of the dashed 

curve which is simply that of fig. 19b scaled down by a factor of three. 
- 

A partial wave analysis of the KKK system produced in the reaction K-p + 

K,“K*lrrA in the present experiment [19], h as confirmed the existence of the l++ 

fi(1525) (the D’) 1 c aimed in an earlier analysis of these reactions at 4.2 GeV/c [20]. It 

follows that the O++ suggested above, together with the fi and the fi would form the 
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mainly ss triplet of isoscalar states expected in the quark model. The approximate 

mass degeneracy of these states would then imply that the spin-orbit interaction in the 

strangeonium sector is rather weak in comparison to that predicted, for example, in 

ref.17. Furthermore, this O++ state would replace the fo(975) as the 3Pe ground state. 

This leads to the inference that the fo(975) is not a conventional qij state, and that it 

may well be a weakly bound KK system as suggested by Weinstein and Isgur [21]. In 

these papers, it was suggested that the w(980) might also be such a state. If this is 

the case, and if the spin-orbit interaction in the isovector sector is also weak, then the 

missing O++ isovector state would be expected to be close in mass to the 2++ ~(1320) 

and the l++ a1(1270), 
- 

and to couple strongly to KK and qrr. In fact an amplitude 
- 

analysis of the isovector KK system produced in the reaction m-p + K-K,“p at 10 

GeV/c [22] h as p rovided evidence for just such an S-wave enhancement peaking at 

- 1.3 GeV/c2. 

Finally, it should be noted that a similar approximate mass degeneracy exists 

among the 3P non-s3 isoscalar states (viz. the fz(1270), the fr(1285) and the fo(- 

1300)), and in the corresponding strange meson triplet (viz. the K,*(1430), the QA(~ 

1340) and the KG (1350)). 

7.3 t’ DEPENDENCE AT THE f; (1525) 

In the fi(1525) mass region (1.4-1.7 GeV/c2) the tl,,, moments shown in fig. 17 have 

also been fit to partial wave amplitudes with the results shown in fig. 22. Again, there 

are two distinct solutions which can be characterised by larger and smaller S wave 

contributions shown as diamond and cross symbols, respectively. The Do intensity 

exhibits approximately exponential t’ dependence while D+ appears to flatten or turn 

over at low t’, as expected for a production mechanism resulting in one unit of net 

helicity flip. 

The D- intensity again shows no clear structure, while the large uncertainties 

associated with the SO solutions make it impossible to ascertain the nature of their t’ 

dependence. 

., 
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8. Conclusions 

The small, but very clean, sample of events produced via the reaction K-p +K,“K,“A 

in the present experiment at 11 GeV/c incident momentum has yielded several results 

of relevance to ss and gluonium spectroscopy. 

(i) The small cluster of events having MK;K~ < 1.03GeV/c2 seems consistent with 

the complex pole structure just below threshold described in ref. 3, although 

a conventional interpretation as either an fo(975) or ue(980) meson cannot be 

ruled out. 

(ii) There is no evidence for the production of fz(1720), and the upper limit on the 

cross section times branching fraction to KK is 94nb at the 95% confidence level. 

(ii;) The K,“K,” mass spectrum around 2.2 GeV/c2 exhibits structure very similar to 

that observed in radiative J/+ decay, and the distribution in co&~ indicates 

that the associated spin is 2 2. These results together with those of refs. 15 and 

16 suggest that the X(2220) may simply be the 2++ or 4++, mainly SS, state 

expected from the quark model. 

(iu) The cross section, mass and width of the fi(1525) obtained from the fit to the 

mass spectrum are consistent with those from other experiments. 

(u) An amplitude analysis of the spherical harmonic moments of the K,” K,” system in 

the t-channel helicity frame reveals that fi(1525) production via natural parity 

exchange is - 1.5 times as strong as helicity zero production via unnatural parity 

exchange. However the sum of these contributions amounts to only - 66% of 

the fi(1525) cross section obtained from the fit to the mass spectrum. 

(u;) The cross section difference noted above is due to a structureless D- contribution 

(- 10%) and an S-wave component (- 25%) which may correspond to a O++ 

mainly ss state approximately degenerate with the fi (1525). 

(vi;) The D+ and DO intensities in the fi(1525) re g ion show the difference in t’ de- 

pendence expected on the basis of the production mechanisms involved. 

The authors are indebted to the technical staffs of SLAC Group B and the High 

Energy Physics Laboratory at Nagoya University. Special thanks are due to R. Bierce 

and M. Takahashi for their excellent supervision of the data processing. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. A plan view of the LASS Spectrometer. See ref. 1 for details 

2. (a) The rr+rr- invariant mass distribution of K,” daughters and (b) the r-p 

invariant mass of A daughters for all events with a converged, geometrically 

constrained fit; (c) and (d) show the K,” and A mass distributions for events 

in the final data sample (points) compared with those for Monte Carlo events 

(histograms). 

3. A comparison of the measured proper time distribution with Monte Carlo results 

for (a) K,” and (b) A vertices after the kinematically constrained fit; each data 

point represents the ratio of the observed to Monte Carlo distribution within the 

relevant proper time interval. 

4. A comparison of the results of the geometrically constrained fit to events in the 

final data sample (points) with those from Monte Carlo events (histograms): 

(a) the missing longitudinal momentum, (b) the missing mass squared opposite 

K,“K,“A , and (c) the missing mass opposite K,“K,“. 

, 

5. (a) The d’ t ‘b t 1s rr u ion of missing transverse momentum, ANT, for the the final 

data sample (points) and the corresponding Monte Carlo sample (histogram). 

(b) The ANT distribution for Monte Carlo events generated according to the 

K,“K,“C” final state; the open histogram shows the distribution for all events 

with a geometrically constrained fit to KtK,OA, and the shaded histogram shows 

the distribution for those events which pass the final data selection criteria; note 

that the vertical scale of (b) has been exaggerated by a factor of 5. 

6. The uncorrected K,“K,” invariant mass spectrum for the final data sample. 

7. The K,“A invariant mass distribution (two entries per event) for the final data 

sample; the shaded region corresponds to the lower mass combination only. 

8. The Dalitz plot for the K,“K,“A final data sample; both K,“A mass combinations 

are plotted for each event. 

: 

9. The Chew-Low plot for the final data sample, prior to the requirement t’ 5 2 (GeV/c)2. 
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10. The A polarization as a function of (a) MK~K~, and (b) t’ for events in the 

fl(l525) region. 

11. The scatter-plots of t-channel helicity angle versus K,“K,” invariant mass: (a) 

the distribution of the cosine of the Jackson angle, CO&J; and (b) that of the 

Treiman-Yang angle, hy . 

12. The acceptance-corrected K,” K,” mass distribution in 50 MeV/c2 bins; the thresh- 

old region is shown in 10 MeV/c2 bins in the inset; the curve results from a fit 

using incoherent Breit-Wigner shapes for the f2 (1270) and fi(1525) as described 

in the text. 

13. A comparison of fig. 12 to the Mark III results from radiative J/$ decay [6]; the 

LASS data have been scaled to match with the Mark III data at the fl(1525) 

peak; the large Mark III signal for the fi(1720) is not present in the LASS data. 

14. A fit to the acceptance-corrected mass spectrum for the reaction K-p +K,“K,OA 

at beam momenta (a) 4.2 GeV/c [9], (b) 11.0 GeV/c (this experiment) and (c) 

40.0 GeV/c [12]; th e p arametrization is discussed in the text. 

15. The beam momentum dependence of the cross section for the reaction K-p -+fi (1525)A; 

the line joins the results obtained from the reaction K-p +K,OK,OA at 4.2 GeV/c 

[9] and 11 GeV/c (this experiment). 

16. The mass dependence of the acceptant-orrected unnormalized moments, tIm, 

of the K,“K,” angular distribution in the t-channel helicity frame. 

17. The t’ dependence of the acceptance-corrected moments, tl,,,, of the K,“K,” an- 

gular distribution in the t-channel helicity frame for the fi(1525) region. 

18. (a) A comparison of the distribution of fig. 12 to the Mark III results from 

radiative J/ll, decay [6]; the LASS data have been normalized to the number of 

Mark III events in the mass region 1.8-2.7 GeV/c2; (b) the distribution of co&J 

in the 2.0 to 2.4 GeV/c2 mass region (open histogram) and in the 2.15 to 2.3 

GeV/c2 region (hatched histogram). 
. 

19. The dependence on MK,K~ of the intensities of the D-wave amplitudes in the 

region below 1.9 GeV/ c2; diamond and cross symbols indicate the solutions which 
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give larger and smaller S-wave contributions, respectively; the Breit-Wigner 

curve in (b) is described in the text. 

20. (a) The S-wave intensity distribution for M&t 5 1.9 GeV/c2; diamond and 

cross symbols indicate the larger and smaller S-wave solutions, respectively; (b) 

the S-wave intensity distribution as a function of MK+K- from the reaction 

K-p -+ K+K-A at 8.25 GeV/c [18]; the contributions from the A helicity-flip 

and non-flip amplitudes have been summed. 

21. The x2 surface for a single-bin fit in the mass region 1.4 - 1.7 GeV/c2 plotted as 

a function of ISol and /Sol2 in (a) and (b), respectively; the arrows in the figures 

indicate the positions of the minima. The x2 surface is approximately parabolic 

in ISol in the vicinity of each minimum, and its shape is typical for those mass 

intervals in which the fit yields ambiguous solutions. 

22. The t’ dependence of the S and D wave amplitudes in the fi (1525) region, 1.4-1.7 

GeV/c2; the diamonds and crosses show the larger and smaller S wave solutions, 

respectively. 
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